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Chapter 21 - The Results  

Suddenly the entire room was filled with laughter after hearing Xiao Tian's words.  

Yun Xin Er was a famous singer in China, so the audience thought it was strange if there was still people 

who knew nothing about Yun Xin Er. 

At that moment, the audiences thought Xiao Tian must be living under a rock.  

The audiences suddenly began to feel sorry for Xiao Tian for not knowing Yun Xin Er's angelic voice or 

her beautiful face. 

But at this moment, Yun Xin Er had a different thought. She didn't feel sorry for him; instead, she was 

embarrassed by how confident she was. 

At that time, Yun Xin Er wanted to dig a hole and hide there forever. She thought everyone knew her in 

the whole of China because her song was always on the top charts or because of her beautiful face and 

her angelic voice. 

Xiao Tian, who saw the audiences laughing at him, had a calm face as if it had nothing to do with him.  

He didn't like watching TV or reading newspapers, so it was normal if he didn't know anything about her, 

and he had lived in this world for a few days. 

He had tried to find out about her in the memory of his predecessor but found nothing. He guessed it 

was because he could not see all the memories of his predecessor. 

In his past life, because his father was the wealthiest person in Beijing, he always spent all of his time 

studying and playing with girls. 

He never cared about news or something like that. Whatever happened, he would not be a poor person 

and would always have a good life because his father owned many companies. 

Well, it could also be said that all of his behavior came from his father. After his mother passed away, his 

father changed a lot, from good and a loyal person to an asshole. 

Whenever his father wanted to go to the pub or discotheques, his father always dragged him. 

Even when his father brought a woman home, his father also took a woman for him. At that time, he 

was even still in middle school. 

Long story short, the reason he became a playboy was that his father was also a playboy. You could say 

the fruit would not fall far from the tree, or it could be said that his past life father succeeded in 

educating his child. 

Yun Xin Er gave a cough and said, "Cough. How about it, little brother? Will you sell it or not?" 

Yun Xin Er was sure if she sang Xiao Tian's song, she would become more famous. That was why she 

would do anything to get Xiao Tian's song. 



At first, Yun Xin Er did not want to come to the piano competition and become a judge because she did 

not understand much about the piano. 

However, because her company's director told her to come, she had no choice but to come. 

Yun Xin Er didn't think that she would hit the jackpot. From what she felt when he was playing the piano 

until seeing the reaction of judges and audiences, she knew that his song was a masterpiece. 

"Well, if you want to buy it, of course, I'll sell it, but….if you state the right price." even though Xiao Tian 

said something like this, he didn't know what the right price for his song was, because he had never sold 

the song before. 

Upon hearing Xiao Tian's words, Yun Xin Er was thrilled and immediately said, "What do you think is the 

right price for your song?" 

When Xiao Tian heard what she had just said, he cursed in his heart. He wanted her to state the price 

first because he didn't know the right price for the song. "Big sister, what do you think is the right price 

for my song?" 

He wanted to know what price she would give first; after that, he would raise it. 

"How about 50,000 Yuan," of course, Yun Xin Er gave him a low price because it was a rule in business. 

After hearing Yun Xing Er's words, some of the audience were startled because it was the same amount 

of money that would be given to the 3rd place while, on the flip side, the judges twitched their lips. 

The judges could not believe that Yun Xin Er would only give a price of 50,000 Yuan for a masterpiece 

song, but the judges didn't say a word. 

Xiao Tian kept silent because he was thinking whether 50,000 Yuan the right price or not. 

When she saw Xiao Tian didn't say anything, Yun Xin Er thought that he didn't want to sell his song at 

such a low price, so she raised the price. "70,000 Yuan." 

Upon hearing Yun Xin Er's words, the corner of his lips twitched. 

As I thought, she gave a low price for my song earlier. Xiao Tian thought to himself. 

At that moment, Xiao Tian was silent. He wondered whether she would raise the price again or not.  

If she raised the price again, that meant the price was still low, and if not, it meant the price was already 

high. 

Because Xiao Tian still didn't say anything, Yun Xin Er gritted her teeth and spoke, "100,000 Yuan." 

The audiences felt their blood freeze after hearing Yun Xin Er's words.  

She was willing to pay for Xiao Tian's song at 100,000 Yuan. It was the same amount of money for the 

second prize, so it didn't matter whether Xiao Tian would win this competition or not; he had already 

won just by participating in the piano competition. 

At this moment, Ye Xueyin was shocked because the famous singer wanted to buy her son's song at a 

high price.  



She didn't know that her son was multi-talented. He was good at playing the piano and composing 

songs. 

Because Xiao Tian remained silent, Yun Xin Er said again, "Take it or leave it?" 

Yun Xin Er had given a high price. That was the same price as the price she bought from a famous 

composer. 

Upon hearing Yun Xin Er's words, Xiao Tian knew it was the highest price for his song, so he immediately 

agreed, "Okay. I will sell this song to you." 

Yun Xin Er's face broke into a smile because she was pleased. "So, when will you give me the lyric?" 

"I'll give the lyrics after the audition is over," Xiao Tian said as he smiled. 

"Good!" even though Yun Xin Er was curious about the lyric and wanted to read it, but she knew it was 

not the right time for it. 

"Alright, since Miss Yun has gotten what she wants, let's comment on his performance." the host said 

"I have no comment for that" one of the judges said 

"Me too." 

"Me too." 

"Me too " 

"Haha. Young man, look like you have played it well to the point of making them unable to comment on 

your previous performance " The host uttered, 

"Thank you." Xiao Tian said before leaving the stage. 

"Alright everyone, the judges will give us the results in thirty minutes so you can take a break right now." 

the host spoke, 

After that, the judges went to the small room to discuss it. 

Thirty minutes later, the judges came out of the small room and walked toward the stage while carrying 

three trophies and the winner's signs. 

"Alright, everyone. Let's announce the top three now." the host said and paused for a second before he 

continued, "Judges, please tell us the results." 

At this moment, the audiences were holding their breath. They wanted to know who would be the top 

three because they thought all the participants played the piano really well. 

"Alright. The 3rd place is Cho Han," the middle-aged man who wore navy blue long sleeves shirt uttered. 

*CLAP CLAP CLAP 

The mature young man walked toward the stage to get the prize. He did a handshake with judges before 

finally one of the judges gave him the trophy for the third place 



"Alright, the 2nd place is Hu Ling," the middle-aged man who wore navy black long sleeves shirt said. 

*CLAP CLAP CLAP 

A beautiful young woman walked to the stage to get the prize. She did handshake with judges before 

one of the judges gave her the trophy for the second place 

"And the first place in this competition is Xiao Tian," Yun Xin Er said 

Xiao Tian walked to the stage to get his prize. He did handshake with judges before finally, Yun Xin Er 

gave him the trophy for the first place. 

Yun Xin Er, who saw Xiao Tian behaving normally, was very surprised. He treated it as if it was normal for 

him to get first place. 

At that moment, Ye Xueyin was happy. She didn't expect her son would get first place because she never 

knew her son could play the piano. 

And with that, the competition was over. 

Chapter 22 - It's Exciting  

 

 

 

"Tian, mother didn't expect that you would get first place in this piano competition." Ye Xueyin said as 

she walked toward her son. 

When he saw his mother in the competition room, Xiao Tian was stunned because he thought she was 

busy at the coffee shop. "Thank you, mother. Were you here from the start?" 

"Of course. My son is participating in the piano competition, so I, as his mother, will cheer him." Ye 

Xueyin said as she smiled beautifully. 

Xiao Tian walked toward her and embraced her. "Mother, you should have told me beforehand if you 

wanted to come here." 

She hugged him back and said, "Are you surprised? Are you happy?" 

"Of course. How can I be unhappy when my lover comes to cheer me on?" Xiao Tian whispered in her 

right ear before grabbing her buttocks. 

"Ah… Tian... Not here. There are a lot of people here" Ye Xueyin tried her best to act as natural as 

possible, so that no one would pay attention to what he was doing. 

"But isn't it exciting?" Xiao Tian said while caressing her buttocks 

"Tian, stop it! Don't do it here." Ye Xueyin said worriedly. 

"Oh! Not here? Are we going to do it in the park? Or... under the bridge?" Xiao Tian whispered again 

before finally exhaling a hot breath in her right ear. 



"Ah… Tian. Not outside. Let do it at home." Ye Xueyin uttered. 

At this moment, Yun Xin Er walked toward them from behind Xiao Tian, so she didn't know what Xiao 

Tian was doing to Ye Xueyin. 

When Ye Xueyin saw Yun Xin Er walking toward them, she immediately had a worried face and pushed 

Xiao Tian away. 

"Oh! Who is this beautiful lady?" Yun Xin Er was started when she saw Ye Xueyin. 

Xiao Tian turned around and replied, "Oh! It's you, big sister. She is my mother." 

Yun Xin Er instantly covered her mouth and spoke, "Oh, your mother?! I'm sorry for my rude behavior 

earlier. Hello, my name is Yun Xin Er." 

"Hello Miss Yun, I'm Xiao Tian's mother, Ye Xueyin." Ye Xueyin introduced herself as she smiled. 

"Now I finally know the reason why little brother is so handsome. It's because your mother is also a 

beautiful lady." At this moment, Yun Xin Er was telling the truth because she saw Ye Xueyin as a pretty 

lady. 

Ye Xueyin immediately denied it. "No! I'm already an old woman. Miss Yun is overpraising me. I think 

Miss Yun is the beautiful one here." 

"No, no." Yun Xin Er answered, "Ms Ye still looks young and beautiful," 

"Thank you. But compared to Miss Yun, I don't deserve to be called beautiful." Actually, Ye Xueyin was 

pleased but she only smiled. 

Like Ye Xueyin, Yun Xin Er was delighted by Ye Xueyin's praise, but she only smiled. "Ms Ye, what are you 

talking about? I'm sure if we are the same age, Ms Ye will be prettier than me" 

"No. After seeing Miss Yun's appearance, I'm even jealous and wish to have an appearance like Miss 

Yun" Ye Xueyin kept praising Yun Xin Er. 

"I should be the one to say that, Ms Ye. I'm not even sure if I'll be as beautiful as Miss Ye when I am at 

your age later" because Ye Xueyin kept praising her, Yun Xin Er decided to do the same. 

The corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched. 

Are you still not done praising each other? Should I wait for another two hours for both of you to finish 

complimenting each other? Why not be honest and say 'yes I'm beautiful or yes we're beautiful.' DONE. 

Xiao Tian thought to himself. 

Because they were still praising each other, Xiao Tian couldn't take it anymore and immediately changed 

the subject "Oh big sister, did you come here to get the lyrics from me?" 

Yun Xin Er then looked at Xiao Tian and answered, "Well, that too. But the reason I came to see you is to 

congratulate you personally for taking first place in this piano competition." 

"Thank you. If it's about the lyrics, I'll give it to you in an hour? But what about the music? Do you want 

me to play the piano again?" Xiao Tian inquired, 



"Well, you don't need to think about it. I'm just curious about the lyrics and want to read it." the 

company where Yun Xin Er worked had a recording studio with complete musical instruments, so if they 

wanted to record the music later, they just needed to go to the company studio. 

"Ok! Don't worry. I'll bring the lyrics to you in an hour." Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

"Sure. I'll wait." Yun Xin Er said as she nodded her head. 

Actually, Xiao Tian only needed a few minutes to write the lyrics because he had memorized it. 

However, because Xiao Tian wanted to spend more time with his mother, he had no choice but to make 

Yun Xin Er wait another hour. 

"Alright. I don't want to disturb you any longer, so I'll excuse myself first." Yun Xin Er then walked 

toward the exit, but she suddenly stopped her footsteps and turned around "Little brother, I'll wait for 

you at the restaurant in front of this building." 

"Sure. I'll be there in an hour." Xiao Tian said as he nodded his head 

After Yun Xin Er left, Xiao Tian's lips curled into a smirk. 

"Mother, there is no one around now. Let's continue what we did earlier," Xiao Tian said as he squeezed 

her breasts. 

"Ahh… No! Tian, let do it at home" Ye Xueyin's breasts were very sensitive, so she would feel aroused 

immediately every time Xiao Tian squeezed her breasts. 

"Why not?" After saying that, Xiao Tian immediately kissed her beautiful red lips 

"Hmmm," Ye Xueyin widened her eyes when Xiao Tian suddenly kissed her. However, she did nothing 

and let him kissed her lips. 

Xiao Tian continued kissing her while squeezing her breasts. Not long after that, Xiao Tian could feel her 

nipples slowly erect and decided to pinch it through her shirt. 

"Ahh...," Ye Xueyin's little mouth opened, letting out a seductive moan. 

"Mother, you are excited, right?" Xiao Tian asked while still playing with her nipples 

"Ahh... Yes. It's exciting." Ye Xueyin suddenly felt something hard poking between her thighs. "Ah..." 

Xiao Tian grabbed her right hand and placed it on his cock, forcing her right hand to rub his hard cock 

through his trousers. 

"Ah… It's already big." Ye Xueyin could feel his huge cock when he forced her to rub his cock through his 

trousers. 

At first, Xiao Tian forced Ye Xueyin to rub his cock, but after a few minutes, she finally rubbed Xiao Tian's 

huge cock through his trousers of her own accord. 

Not long after that, Ye Xueyin felt her legs become weak. 

 Chapter 23 - Bad Boy!  



 

 

 

After realizing that his mother's pussy was already wet, Xiao Tian started to smirk and said, "Do you 

want to go to an interesting place?" 

When she knew that her son wanted to take her to an exciting place, Ye Xueyin was curious. "Interesting 

place? Where is it?" 

When Xiao Tian saw the expression on her face, he knew that his plan had gone smoothly, so he smiled 

beautifully and said, "Let's go." 

"Un" Ye Xueyin smiled happily, but the smile on her face froze when Xiao Tian dragged her to the corner 

of the building. "Tian, why are we still in the competition building? Is that place in this building?" 

Xiao Tian turned his head and lied to her. "Yes." 

After walking for a few minutes, they finally arrived at the washroom. Ye Xueyin was stunned and 

immediately inquired, "Tian, why…why did we stop in front of the toilet?" 

"This is the interesting place I'm talking about," Xiao Tian gave her an honest answer. 

"What?" Ye Xueyin said in surprise 

Xiao Tian's lips curled into a grin. "An interesting place to.... have sex." 

Upon hearing his words, Ye Xueyin instantly had a worried face. "Tian... Mother is afraid to do it here. 

Let's do it at home." 

"Don't worry. It will be fine" Xiao Tian refused instantly. 

"Will it really be safe? Mother is..." this would be the first time she would have sex in the bathroom, and 

what's more, they would do it in a public restroom, so she was worried.  

What if someone entered the bathroom when they were having sex later. 

"Don't worry. Don't you want to feel a new sensation when you have sex with me?" Xiao Tian wanted to 

make sure that his mother would agree to have sex in the washroom. "Let's go inside." 

"….Alright." even though Ye Xueyin was still afraid, but she followed him because she was already horny. 

They immediately entered the woman's washroom because it was cleaner than the man's bathroom. 

After that, they entered one of the cubicle toilets. 

Xiao Tian immediately sat on the seating toilet and said, "Come here and sit on my lap." 

"Al…Alright. "Ye Xueyin did what she was told. 

Xiao Tian instantly wrapped his arms around her waist and began to kiss his mother. At first, Ye Xueyin 

was still shy and had a worried face, but after a few minutes, she started losing herself in lust and kissed 

him back. 



Ye Xueyin locked her arms around his neck and kissed him passionately. As they were kissing, Xiao Tian 

lifted her skirt to the waist. 

"Kya!" Ye Xueyin broke the kiss and let out a cute voice. 

Ye Xueyin looked at Xiao Tian for several seconds before finally kissing him again. At that moment, she 

began wringing his hair as they kissed. 

Ye Xueyin broke the kiss again and was breathing heavily. At this time, Xiao Tian knew that his mother 

couldn't hold back anymore. 

Because he didn't want to waste time, Xiao Tian pulled down his jeans to his feet and slid Ye Xueyin's 

red color a T-shaped lace panties to the other side. 

"Ahhhh….. " Ye Xueyin's let out a seductive moan. 

Without waiting for another second, Xiao Tian grabbed her waist and moved her body up and down. 

"Ahhh…Ahhhh….Ahhhh…" at first, Ye Xueyin did nothing, but after a brief moment, she began moving 

her hips, following his rhythm.  

Her body suddenly turned hot, and love juices started dripping down her slender thighs. At that 

moment, Xiao Tian felt his mother's pussy was different than usual.  

The muscles of her vagina squeezed Xiao Tian's cock wildly. He even felt as if her pussy didn't want to let 

go of Xiao Tian's cock anymore. 

"Tian…Ah….Ah…Tian...Ah…Tian.." Ye Xueyin called out his name in a small voice because she was afraid 

that someone would hear her voice. 

Suddenly the sound of someone entering the cubicle toilet next to them could be heard. 

Ye Xueyin instantly looked at him and said in a low voice, "Tian, there is someone in the cubicle toilet 

next to us. Let's stop first. After that, we can continue again." 

Xiao Tian pretended as if he heard nothing and continued moving her body up and down. 

Because Xiao Tian had no intention of stopping, she bit her right index finger so that she could hold back 

her moan.  

However, her efforts were in vain when Xiao Tian's cock was hitting her womb repeatedly "Ahhh... " 

Upon hearing Ye Xueyin's moans, the person, who was in the cubicle toilet, said, "Miss, are you alright?" 

Ye Xueyin was shocked after hearing the woman's words.  

Because Ye Xueyin didn't want to make the woman suspicious of what she was doing in the cubicle 

toilet, she tried to answer as naturally as possible. "Yes…hm…. It's just…Mm...My stomach...hurts...so 

much...Ah…." 

Ye Xueyin immediately looked at Xiao Tian and gave him a sign to stop moving his hips until the woman 

left. However, Xiao Tian didn't stop moving his waist and only smiled. 



Due to this, Ye Xueyin had no choice but to try her best not to moan. And like before, her efforts were in 

vain when Xiao Tian's cock was hitting her womb repeatedly. "Ahhhh... " 

"Miss, are you really alright? Do you need my help?" the woman felt sorry for Ye Xueyin when she heard 

Ye Xueyin's moans. She thought Ye Xueyin was really in pain. 

"No… I'm fine. Hmm... Thank… Hmm....You…" Ye Xueyin said as she moaned. 

"Alright," the woman responded. 

At this moment, Ye Xueyin felt that she was about to cum. She instantly had a worried face and began 

praying in her head. 

'The woman who is in the next cubicle toilet. Please leave quickly, or else you will know that I'm having 

sex with my son here. Please.' 

She was getting closer to having an orgasm, and that worried her even more. 

I couldn't hold it anymore. I couldn't hold it anymore. I'm about to cum. Someone I don't know will know 

that I'm having sex with my son in the public washroom. Ye Xueyin thought herself. 

Luckily, the woman, who was in the next cubicle toilet, finished using the bathroom and was about to 

wash her hands. 

After washing her hands, the woman said, "Miss, I think you should go to the hospital to check on your 

condition." 

Because Ye Xueyin had reached her limit, she was unable to answer that woman. 

*Click…. 

The sound of someone closing the door could be heard in their ears 

"Ahhhh….. I'm cumming... Ahhh… " because she held her orgasm for too long, Ye Xueyin had a massive 

orgasm.  

She tilted her head back when she was having a massive orgasm. Ye Xueyin was relieved because she 

could hold back her orgasm until the woman left.  

Otherwise, the woman would know what she was doing in the cubicle toilet. "Tian… You're a bad son! 

what if she found out earlier?" 

"But isn't it exciting?" Xiao Tian's face broke into a smile and pinched Ye Xueyin's cheeks. "The way you 

tried your best not to cum or not let out your moan was the cutest thing I have ever seen. As expected 

of my lover, you are adorable." 

"How could you do that to your mother?" Ye Xueyin suddenly felt his cock, which was still in her vagina, 

throbbing again. She knew that something like this would happen, so she could only accept her fate. 

After a few minutes, Xiao Tian finally reached his limit. "... I'm cumming," 

When Ye Xueyin felt that he had released all his sperm in her vagina, she knelt between his legs and 

began to clean Xiao Tian's cock using her mouth. 



After seeing his cock was already clean, Xiao Tian pinched her nose and said, "My lover is indeed the 

best. You understand me very well." 

"Alright, let get out of here," Ye Xueyin came out of the restroom first because she wanted to make sure 

there was no one outside.  

After that, she returned and took Xiao Tian out of the woman's washroom. At that time, Xiao Tian 

suddenly remembered his promise to Yun Xin Er.  

He immediately went to the stationery shop to buy a book and pen before finally, he wrote the lyrics of 

his song in the book. 

"Tian, when did you make this song?" Ye Xueyin asked curiously. 

Xiao Tian had composed the song for a long time, but he decided to lie to his mother because he 

couldn't say it. "One year ago." 

"Oh! And who taught you to play the piano?" Ye Xueyin inquired. 

"I learned it by myself, mother" Xiao Tian suddenly felt terrible when he was lying to his mother. 

"Really?" She said in surprise 

"Yes," he nodded 

"My son is a genius! Should we buy a piano so you can play it at home?" Ye Xueyin asked as she smiled 

"No. Mother, I want to open a business with the money from the competition and money from Yun Xin 

Er later," he said honestly. 

"What?" she was surprised again. 

Chapter 24 - Oh! My Heart Is Bleeding Right Now  

 

9-11 minutes 

 

"That's right. Mother, I wanted to start a business a long time ago, but I could not do that because I had 

no money. Now is the perfect time to do it because I have money from the competition and from Yun 

Xin Er later" actually, he had never thought about doing business, but after taking over Xiao Tian's body, 

he wanted to make his predecessor's dream come true. 

His predecessor wished to become a successful young man so that he could make his family happy. 

By becoming a successful man, he would be able to provide a better life for his family, for example, 

making his aunt and mother no longer have to work to earn a living. 

"Why didn't you say anything to me? Mother can…." before Ye Xueyin had finished her words, she was 

interrupted by Xiao Tian. 



"No, mother." Xiao Tian responded as he shook his head. "I want to start a business using my money. I 

don't want to trouble you anymore."  

"But… " Ye Xueyin wanted to say that she would do anything for him.  

She didn't care about money or anything like that. As long as he was happy, she would sacrifice 

everything for him. 

Xiao Tian held her shoulders and looked at her in the eyes. "Mother, you've been raising me by yourself. 

Now it's my turn to make you happy. I will do my best to become a successful person, so in the future, 

you will no longer need to work to earn a living." 

Ye Xueyin was pleased upon hearing his words until her tears fell down her soft cheeks. "Tian, mother is 

already happy to have you by her side." 

When Xiao Tian saw his mother's tears, he immediately wiped her tears off with his thumb. "Mother, 

from today onwards, I will do my best to make you happy." 

"Tian…" Due to how happy she was, Ye Xueyin suddenly hugged her son. 

Xiao Tian embraced her too. After hugging each other for a few seconds, Xiao Tian stopped the hug and 

spoke, "Alright, let's meet Yun Xin Er so I can get more money." 

"You're a bad boy. You're not calling her 'big sister' again?" Ye Xueyin was startled when Xiao Tian called 

Yun Xin Er by her full name. "It looks like you only call her 'big sister' when she is in front of you."  

"Eh! Mother noticed it?! At first, I wanted to call her lady or judge, but I realized that she would be 

happier if I called her big sister." Xian Tian gave an honest answer. "Mother, I want to take advantage of 

her popularity, so I have to make her happy." 

"Hehe. My son is so evil," Ye Xueyin said as she giggled 

"What are you talking about, mother? It's all about money. I'll do anything for money." Xiao Tian said as 

he put his right hand on his chest. "Let's meet my money, ehm... No, I mean, let's meet Yun Xin Er." 

Ye Xueyin couldn't help but burst into waves of laughter after hearing his remarks. "Hahhaha. Tian, I 

didn't know what her expression would be if she knew you just called her 'money' Hahahaha." 

Xiao Tian touched his chin and said, "Well, maybe she will hit me?" 

"Then, let mother hit you in her place." After saying that, Ye Xueyin hit his chest gently. 

"Hey, stop hitting your lover. What if your lover gets hurt?" even though Xiao Tian was able to stop her, 

but he did nothing when his mother was hitting him. 

"I don't care." Ye Xueyin laughed happily as she kept hitting him. 

"Fine. I give up." Xiao Tian uttered, "If my lover wants to hit me, I will sacrifice my body." 

"What a glib tongue!" Ye Xueyin was pleased by his words. 

"But, my lover likes it, right?" Xiao Tian asked as he smiled at her 



"No!" Ye Xueyin denied as she turned her head to the other side, but suddenly a tiny smile appeared on 

her face. 

"Oh! Is that so? Oh, my heart! My heart is bleeding right now. It won't stop bleeding until my lover 

kisses me," Xiao Tian said as he touched his chest. 

"Stop pretending to be hurt!" Ye Xueyin hit him again. 

"Fine, fine. How about we hold hands now?" Xiao Tian inquired, 

"I don't want to!" even though Ye Xueyin said something like that, but deep inside her, she also desired 

it. 

"I won't take NO for an answer." After saying that, Xiao Tian held her left hand. 

When Xiao Tian was holding her left hand, Ye Xueyin didn't resist and let him do whatever he wanted. 

After that, they walked to the restaurant to meet Yun Xin Er hand in hand. Not long after that, they 

arrived at the restaurant. 

After they entered the restaurant, Xiao Tian was amazed. 

The restaurant was big and had three floors. It was a traditional Chinese restaurant. The restaurant 

building was square, and there was a small garden with an artificial waterfall in the middle of it. 

At this moment, there was something Xiao Tian regretted. Xiao Tian forgot to ask Yun Xin Er the place 

where they would meet. 

'I will ask the cashier.' 

With that idea in mind, Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin headed to the cashier. 

It seemed Yun Xin Er already knew that something like this would happen, so she told the cashier where 

she was. 

One of the waiters immediately guided them to meet Yun Xin Er. After reaching the third floor, they 

walked toward the VIP room. 

After entering the VIP room, Xiao Tian saw Yun Xin Er enjoying tea while looking at the artificial 

waterfall. 

The room was around 5x5 square meters, with bamboo plants in each corner. A blue sofa was placed in 

the center of the room. The room was beautiful, with a chandelier hanging from the ceiling. 

When Yun Xin Er saw Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin, she immediately spoke, "Oh! I've been waiting for you. 

Please sit down,"  

"Thank you," Ye Xueyin and Xiao Tian said in unison before sitting on the opposite side of Yun Xin Er. 

"Big sister, this is the lyrics," Xiao Tian said as he gave the lyrics to Yun Xin Er. 

"Oh! You went straight to the point, huh?" Yun Xin Er took the lyric and began reading it. 



As she was reading the lyric, Yun Xin Er was able to feel the angel's feelings in the lyrics, such as when 

the angel met the human, when they spent time together, when they laughed together and when they 

held hands while facing the cruel world. 

But as Yun Xin Er read further, her eyes stopped at the sad lyrics. 

"Love has tired, left, and ceased to exist..... 

Leaving behind a heartbreaking tenderness..... 

Other than him, I have nothing anymore...… 

As the piano played.... 

The song that fit for such a moment so well.... 

I just heard it and cried louder...… 

Dreams were made, awakened, and shattered.... 

Leaving behind a heartbreaking tenderness... 

Why... 

Why...….. 

I gave you everything..... 

I always made sure you were happy... 

Why... 

Why did you do that to me... 

Where's the happiness you promised….. 

I've sacrificed everything for you..... 

GOD.... 

I want to repeat the time... 

And listen to you...…. " 

In the lyrics, Yun Xin Er could feel the angel's sorrowful feelings, helplessness, regret, and depression. 

'This lyric is amazing. I only need to add a piece of music, and it will be a perfect song.' 

Yun Xin Er was thrilled and desired to sing it in front of everyone immediately. 

"How is it, big sister?" Xiao Tian inquired. 

Yun Xin Er put the lyrics on the table and responded, "It's perfect! I can feel happiness and sadness in 

these lyrics." 

"I'm happy if you like it," actually, Xiao Tian had guessed that she would like the lyrics. 



At this moment, a waitress entered and gave Xiao Tian and his mother the menu. 

"You can order anything. It's on me," Yun Xin Er said as she smiled 

"Thank you, big sister. Not only is big sister beautiful, but you are kind too." Xiao Tian did not forget to 

praise Yun Xin Er. 

At this moment, Ye Xueyin looked at her son weirdly. 

'My son is so evil. He behaves differently because of money.' 

She said in her head. 

"I'm going to have green tea." After saying that, Xiao Tian looked at his mother. "What about you, 

mother?" 

"Me too," Ye Xueyin responded. 

After the waitress wrote down their order, she immediately left. 

Yun Xin Er took out the documents and put them on the table. "I've prepared the documents for the 

transaction. You read it first, and If you don't have a problem with the agreement, you can sign the 

documents. After that, the money will be transferred to your bank account." 

Xiao Tian took the documents and read them carefully because he didn't want to regret it later. 

The document stated that he couldn't tell everybody that he was the composer of the song because the 

company would claim the song later, and if he did it, he would have to pay a fine of 150,000 Yuan. 

After reading it, the corner of his lips twitched because the fine was higher than the selling price, but he 

could understand it.  

It was to prevent the composer from taking their song back or taking advantage of it when the song 

became famous. 

Usually, the creator was able to claim the song but not at the company where Yun Xin Er worked.  

She told him that there was a composer who did that in the past and eventually created a big problem 

for the company. 

That was why the company added several new rules. After Xiao Tian read all of the documents, he was 

fine with the terms on the papers. 

Chapter 25 - Clothing Business  

 

7-8 minutes 

 

"I've something I want to ask you, big sister Yun?" Xiao Tian asked abruptly 

"What is it?? Do you have a problem with the condition?" Yun Xin Er inquired. 



"No, that's not it! I want to start a clothing business, so I want to ask how much do I have to pay to get 

you to wear my clothing design at your next concert? I'll make a dress for you," before meeting her, Xiao 

Tian had searched everything about Yun Xin Er on the internet and found out that she was indeed a 

famous singer In China. 

Xiao Tian thought this was an excellent opportunity for him to start his business and become famous in 

a short amount of time. That was why he wouldn't let this chance slip away. 

In his past life, his father's first business was the clothing business. His father also taught him how to 

design women's or men's clothes. 

Not only was he able to design clothes for men or women, but he also still remembered many sketches 

of clothing designs from his previous life. All he needed was a tailor, and he would immediately be able 

to start his clothing business. 

"What? You want me to wear your clothing design at my next live concert?" Yun Xin Er said in surprise. 

"Yes. How much do I have to pay to you?" because Xiao Tian was not a well-known designer, he knew 

that Yun Xin Er would not wear his clothing design for free. That was why he wanted to pay her so that 

she would wear his clothing design later. 

"You're smart! Earlier, you said you didn't know anything about me, so I assumed you found out 

everything about me before coming to meet me. And after you learn how famous I am…." Yun Xin Er 

stopped talking for a moment and smiled. "You want me to wear your clothing design because if I wear 

it at my live concert, you will immediately have a lot of orders later." 

"You're right," Xiao Tian did not hide his intentions. 

Yun Xin Er touched her chin and said, "Hmm... Because you have sold your song to me, I won't ask for 

payment. However, if you want me to wear your clothing design, your clothing design must suit my 

taste, and of course, you have to follow the theme of my live concert too." 

"Don't worry, big sister Yun. I won't let you down. You just need to tell me the theme of your next 

concert, and I will make the most beautiful dress for you." Xiao Tian said confidently 

"Good! Don't forget to treat me to a meal when you get a lot of orders later." Yun Xin Er said as she 

smiled 

'Even though I know she will earn a lot of money from my song, but I don't mind it because she will 

promote my clothing design for free later. She is one of the most famous singers in China, so this is still a 

big win for me.' 

Xiao Tian was pleased after learning that Yun Xin Er would promote his clothing design for free later. 

"Don't worry, big sister Yun. Not only will I treat you to a meal, but I will also give you something that 

you will never forget for the rest of your life later," Xiao Tian said as he smiled. 

"Oh! What is it?" Yun Xin Er asked curiously. 

"Secret" Xiao Tian winked his left eye. 



"You're great at making people curious, huh? Alright, give me your contact info so that I can tell you 

about my live concert theme later," Yun Xin Er uttered, "I will also send my body measurements to you 

later." 

Xiao Tian immediately did what he was told. "Here" 

Yun Xin Er took his contact info and spoke, "Let's go to the company studio. I want everything to be 

done today. If you agree with the terms in the documents, please sign it right now." 

The corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched after hearing her words. However, because he had read the 

documents carefully and did not have a problem with the terms of the conditions written in it, he 

immediately signed the papers. 

After that, Yun Xin Er took her smartphone out of her bag. Not long after that, the notification sound 

could be heard from Xiao Tian's smartphone. 

It stated that Yun Xin Er had sent 100,000 Yuan to his bank account. 

'Eh?' 

The expression of deep shock bloomed on Xiao Tian's face. 

As if Yun Xin Er knew what he had in mind, she immediately spoke, "I have already told the production 

manager about this. I've also sent your performance to him, and he likes it. Earlier, the production 

manager transferred the company's money to my bank account so that I can immediately transfer the 

money to you after you sign the documents," 

"I see." Xiao Tian finally understood it. 

"Let's go to the company studio. My production manager is already waiting for us." Yun Xin Er uttered, 

"Mother, do you want to come with us or want to go home first?" Xiao Tian was sure that he would 

return home late because Yun Xin Er wanted everything to be done today. 

"Mother will come with you," Ye Xueyin responded. 

"All right," Xiao Tian said as he nodded. 

After driving for several minutes, they arrived at the company studio. The company studio was big. It 

was around 110x100 meters. 

The building had four floors. The studio room was on the first floor, the meeting room was on the 

second floor, the lounge room was on the third floor, and the swimming room was on the fourth floor. 

After entering the company studio, Xiao Tian saw a lot of people. From their appearance, he believed 

they were singers or actresses under the auspices of the company. 

Because they didn't want to waste time, Yun Xin Er, Xiao Tian, and Ye Xueyin immediately headed to the 

studio room. 

After about three hours, they finished everything. For this reason, Xiao Tian and his mother wanted to 

leave immediately. 



"Let me send both of you home." Yun Xin Er felt like a bad person if she didn't send them home because 

she was the one who dragged them after the competition was over. 

"It's fine. We can take a taxi." Xiao Tian said as he rejected her offer 

"That's right. You're a busy person, so we don't want to burden you," Ye Xueyin added. 

"It's fine. Please let me send you home." Yun Xin Er said as she insisted 

"You don't have to do that because I want to enjoy the beautiful night with my mother," Xiao Tian then 

looked at his mother, "Is that right, mother?" 

"That's right." Ye Xueyin nodded her head. "Miss Yun, you don't need to feel bad about this." 

"But what if…" before Yun Xin Er had finished her words, she was interrupted by Xiao Tian. 

"You still have many things to do, right? You don't need to worry about it because nothing will happen 

to us," Xiao Tian said 

Yun Xin Er sighed and said, "Alright." 

"Ok. See you next time." Xiao Tian said as he bid goodbye 

"We leave first, Miss Yun." Ye Xueyin said as she smiled 

Yun Xin Er smiled as she nodded her head. 

Then Xiao Tian and his mother left. 

"Mother, how about we enjoy the night before going home?" Xiao Tian inquired. 

"Sure," Ye Xueyin said as she nodded. 

 Chapter 26 - I Love You  

 

 

 

It was already 08:10 pm. Xiao Tian and his mother were walking together. They didn't go straight home 

because they wanted to enjoy the beautiful city. 

It was not like in their house area. In the center of Shanghai, the streets were filled with all kinds of cars, 

from ordinary cars to luxury cars. 

There were many kinds of shops on the roadside, but there were only a few street vendors. 

There were also a lot of people on the sidewalk, from children to adults. They were laughing, talking, 

eating, taking a picture, or making a video. The atmosphere of the evening was filled with the happiness 

and laughter of people. 

As they were walking, Xiao Tian saw a little girl who was selling red roses. He instantly walked towards 

that little girl without telling his mother. 



After realizing that his son was not by her side, Ye Xueyin turned around and swept her gaze around, 

"Tian, where are you? Tian…Tian…" 

After buying a red rose from a little girl, Xiao Tian walked towards his mother. 

He embraced his mother from behind and showed the red rose with his right hand. "A beautiful rose for 

my beautiful lover." 

Ye Xueyin was pleasantly surprised when Xiao Tian suddenly hugged her from behind. 

After taking the red rose, Ye Xueyin's blossomed into a smile. "Thank you." 

Xiao Tian stopped the hug and turned her body to face him. After kissing her forehead, Xiao Tian looked 

at her lovingly. "I love you, Xueyin." 

"I love you too, Tian." Ye Xueyin didn't care when he called her by her birth name.  

They had done something that only lovers did, so Ye Xueyin thought it was normal for Xiao Tian to call 

her by her birth name. 

Because he still wanted to lovey-dovey with her, Xiao Tian held Ye Xueyin's left hand and spoke, "Let's 

go." 

"Un" Ye Xueyin nodded her head before sniffing the red rose scent with a happy face. 

Not long after, Xiao Tian saw a street band performance. 

'A street band?' 

Xiao Tian was a little surprised. 

Xiao Tian pointed his right index finger at the street band and uttered, "There is a street band over 

there. Let's go and watch it too." 

"Alright." Ye Xueyin agreed without a second thought. 

The band had four members. One person played the bass guitar, one person played the drums, one 

person played the piano, and one person sang while playing the guitar. 

In front of the band members, there was a green box with money in it. After seeing the money in the 

green box, Xiao Tian knew many people liked the band's performance. 

After the singer finished singing, Xiao Tian put 100 Yuan into the green box.  

The band members were pleasantly surprised by his actions. "Thank you, brother." 

'Does he want something?' 

The singer was curious when he saw Xiao Tian walking towards him. 

"Tian, what do you want to do?" Ye Xueyin mused 

After Xiao Tian was in front of the singer, he whispered something to the singer, and the singer 

immediately nodded his head. 



The singer then looked at the audience and spoke, "Ladies and gentlemen, this brother wants to sing a 

song for his girlfriend. Let's encourage him." 

"Way to go, young man." 

"So sweet." 

"What? Tian wants to sing?!" Ye Xueyin said in disbelief 

After the band played the music, Xiao Tian started to sing a song 

"When night fell, the stars and moon emitted light ….. 

The wind blew, and many leaves fell to the ground... 

I was standing by the window, looking up at the sky...….. 

The emptiness in my heart was slowly eating my soul...…. 

My lonely feeling..... 

My empty feeling..... 

Everything was dark in my eyes...….. 

I thought this world was meaningless to me...….. 

Until you came and changed everything...… 

Your gentle attitude melted my heart... 

Your smile brightened my day...… 

Your embrace made my heart calm...… 

You were like stars at night, illuminating my dark days.... 

Thank you for coming to my world and saving me...….. 

I promise I will make you happy and love you forever.... 

Xueyin..... " 

*Clap…Clap…Clap…. 

When Xiao Tian finished singing the song, the audience and the band members instantly applauded. 

At that moment, the audience wanted to know who Xueyin was. They wanted to know who made the 

handsome young man sing a song like that. 

From the way he sang the song, they could feel how much he loved that woman. 

Ye Xueyin, who was seeing that, covered her mouth with her hands. She had never thought that Xiao 

Tian would sing a song for her in front of many people.  



Of course, his actions made her happy to the point she could not describe the happiness she was feeling 

in words. 

"Wow! Not only is he handsome, but he's also romantic!" 

"That's right. I want a boyfriend like him." 

"Me too." 

"Who is Xueyin?" 

"I don't know. There are so many people here." 

"That woman is so lucky." 

"That's right. If only I were that Xueyin, my life would have been filled with happiness." 

"Hey! Why don't we ask for his number?" 

"But that handsome young man has a girlfriend." 

"That's right. His girlfriend must be around here." 

"But why don't I see his girlfriend?" 

"That's why this's our chance to get his number!" 

"Un, you're right. We only need to say we want to become his friend." 

"Yes. Maybe one of us will become his girlfriend in the future" 

"That's right. Maybe they'll break up in the future" 

"Ah! Yes, yes. As long as they still haven't married, there is still a chance." 

"Let's go." 

"Yes." 

Ye Xueyin, who was not far from them, could hear everything.  

She dragged him away from that place because she didn't want them to get Xiao Tian's number. 

Ye Xueyin didn't know why she was unhappy after hearing some women wanted to ask for Xiao Tian's 

phone number. 

She suddenly felt as if she would lose Xiao Tian if she didn't do something. That was why she dragged 

him away from that place.  

Many audiences were stunned when they noticed how beautiful Ye Xueyin was. Some of them began to 

envy Xiao Tian, while some of them were happy for Xiao Tian. 

As many audiences were stunned, the women who wanted to ask for Xiao Tian's phone number gritted 

their teeth. 



"What's wrong? Why are you suddenly dragging me like this?" Xiao Tian asked curiously 

"Nothing." Ye Xueyin lied to him. 

'What happened? Did I do something wrong? Why does she look angry?' 

Xiao Tian didn't know what had happened to her. 

Xiao Tian thought she would be happy after he sang a song for her. "What is it? Did I do something 

wrong?" 

"No! That's not it." Ye Xueyin said as she shook her head 

Xiao Tian held her shoulders and looked into her eyes. "Did something happen while I was singing 

earlier?" 

"No," Ye Xueyin still didn't want to tell him the truth. 

Xiao Tian could only sigh. He then cupped her face and said in a soft voice, "Then can you tell me what 

happened to you just now? I won't be able to tell if you keep acting like this." 

"Earlier…Earlier.." Ye Xueyin wavered whether she should tell him the truth or not. 

"Earlier?" Xiao Tian uttered, 

"Earlier." Ye Xueyin lowered her head and continued with a small voice, "There were two women who 

thought you were handsome and...and wanted to ask for your number." 

Xiao Tian almost laughed after hearing her remarks. 

'So she is jealous, huh?' 

He finally knew the reason why she suddenly behaved like that. 

"Just because of this?" Xiao Tian inquired, 

"Un" Ye Xueyin nodded her head. 

"You don't need to worry about that." Xiao Tian uttered, "Whatever happens, you and aunt are the most 

important person to me." 

"Really?" Ye Xueyin was pleased by his words. 

"Of course. The stars and the moon could testify my sincerity," Xiao Tian said as he pointed his right 

index finger at the sky. 

"But, there's no moon right now. There are only stars," Ye Xueyin said as she giggled. 

"Who says there is no moon now?" Xiao Tian asked. 

"Where is it? Look, there is no moon," Ye Xueyin said as she pointed her right index finger at the sky. 

"There is a moon. The moon is in front of me right now," Xiao Tian said as he looked at her lovingly. 

"In front of you?" Ye Xueyin asked with puzzlement 



"Yes. You're the moon, Xueyin. For me, you're like the moon in the sky. Your presence makes my life 

perfect. That's why don't ever think about leaving me because my life won't be perfect anymore if you 

are not by my side" like usual, Xiao Tian used his sweet words. 

"As expected, you know how to make a lady happy." Ye Xueyin said with a smile on her pretty face. 

"Not every lady. Only you and aunt." Xiao Tian responded. 

'And Lin Xing Xue' 

Xiao Tian added in his head. 

"I'm happy to hear that." Ye Xueyin said as she smiled 

And then, they walked hand in hand again. 

Chapter 27 - Couple Café  

 

 

 

As they walked hand in hand, Xiao Tian suddenly saw couple café. He then stopped his footsteps and 

spoke, "Let's go to that couple café." 

Ye Xueyin was startled by his words and instantly responded, "Tian, we shouldn't go to that kind of 

place." 

"Why not?" of course, Xiao Tian knew the reason why she said something like that, but he still wanted to 

go to that place. 

"What will we do if they find out that we're mother and son?" Ye Xueyin had never been to such a place 

before, so she was afraid.  

And what's more, she would go with her son, a young man who was almost half her age. 

Ye Xueyin was sure the waitresses would look at her weirdly and think of her as a wealthy lady who was 

lonely and wanted to have fun with a pretty boy or, in short, 'sugar mommy.' 

"Don't worry. If we act like lovers, they will never suspect us." After saying that, Xiao Tian dragged Ye 

Xueyin to the couple café 

"Son… Wait... Mother... Mother is…" before Ye Xueyin had finished her words, she was interrupted by 

Xiao Tian. 

"Mother, don't call me son. Call me little brother or Tian'er. I will call you big sister later." it would be 

dangerous if Ye Xueyin still called him son. That was why Xiao Tian told her to call him littler brother or 

Tian'er. 

Ye Xueyin's ears turned red, and she instantly lowered her head. "Un. Mother understands" 



"No! Don't call yourself mother. Call yourself big sister or I." everything would be useless if she still 

called herself mother. For this reason, Xiao Tian forbade her to call herself mother. 

"But... " Ye Xueyin wasn't used to calling herself big sister or I, so she hesitated. 

"No, buts! You have to call yourself as I. You sho-" Xiao Tian spoke halfway before correcting his words. 

"No, no. Call yourself big sister. It's better this way." 

"Un. Mo—no. Big…sister understands" Ye Xueyin still couldn't finish her words instantly because she still 

wasn't used to it. 

"Good! Everything here is cheap." Xiao Tian said as he smiled 

Ye Xueyin found it hard to believe what she was hearing. "What? Just because everything is cheap?" 

Xiao Tian gave a cough and responded, "Cough. Of course not! Big sister, don't you want to try going to 

this kind of cafe?" 

Ye Xueyin was embarrassed after hearing his words "I.. I want to…. But, why do I have to call you little 

brother? It's embarrassing to do that because you're my son." 

Xiao Tian looked into Ye Xueyin's eyes and replied, "If you call me son, we will get driven out by the 

waitress, and it will be embarrassing, so bear with it." 

"Alright. Lit…tle.. bro…ther." Ye Xueyin said shyly 

Xiao Tian held her shoulders and spoke, "Big sister, don't be nervous, or they'll suspect us later. You 

don't want to be embarrassed, do you?" 

"But… " even though Xiao Tian had tried to calm her down, Ye Xueyin was still nervous. 

"No, buts! If you can't call me little brother, how about you call me Tian'er? It's easier, right?" Xiao Tian 

had to make sure that his mother wouldn't do anything that could make the waitress suspicious of them 

later because he really wanted to try entering the couple café with his mother. "Try again." 

Ye Xueyin lowered her head and spoke a low voice, "Tian'er..." 

Xiao Tian patted her hair and smiled, "Good! Don't be nervous and don't say anything if you can't 

answer it later. Leave everything to me." 

Ye Xueyin lifted her head to look at Xiao Tian. Even though she was the older one, she was still pleased 

when he patted her hair. "Un. Mot... No, big sis...ter understands. Big... sister will leave everything to 

Tian'er."  

They then headed to the couple café. 

"Don't worry. If we act like lovers, they will never suspect us." Xiao Tian said before entering the couple 

café 

The couple café was big and had lots of photos of the couple hanging on the wall. After entering the 

couple café, Xiao Tian saw many couples, from teenagers to adults. 



Not long after they entered the couple café, a waitress, who was wearing maid clothes, walked towards 

them. 

The waitress was stunned when she saw Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin. The couple in front of her was a little 

different from the others.  

It was her first time seeing a pair of lovers like Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin. That was why she stopped her 

footsteps for a second before walking toward Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin again. 

Even though she was surprised, she didn't show it on her face because it was rude, and she could be 

fired.  

One of the café rules was to welcome anyone, as long as they could prove that they were lovers. 

"Welcome to the couple café? Can you prove to me that you two are a pair of lovers?" 

"This is our first time coming here. Can you tell me what we have to do to prove it?" Xiao Tian asked as 

he smiled. 

The waitress was stunned when she saw the beautiful smile on his face. 

'Now I know why this beautiful mature woman falls in love with him.'  

The waitress said in her head. 

"Can you kiss your girlfriend's lips in front of me?" the waitress said as she smiled. 

Without waiting for another second, Xiao Tian grabbed his mother by the waist and kissed her lips. 

Ye Xueyin widened her eyes in surprise when Xiao Tian suddenly kissed her lips. However, she let him 

kiss her lips because it was the rule to enter the couple café.  

They had kissed a lot before, so if the proof was only a kiss on the lips, she could do that. 

At first, Xiao Tian only pressed his lips against hers, but it lasted only three seconds before the gentle 

kiss turned into a passionate kiss. 

As they were kissing passionately, Ye Xueyin began to forget the purpose of the kiss and started kissing 

her son back. 

Ye Xueyin's long slender arms wrapped around Xiao Tian's neck as they kissed, and saliva began dripping 

down from the corner of their mouths. 

The waitress, who saw what they were doing, lowered her head and blushed. She had never thought 

they would kiss passionately in front of her. 

Actually, they only needed to press their lips for a few seconds, and after that, they could choose a place 

to eat. She just didn't expect that they would kiss passionately like that. 

Not long after that, the waitress came to her senses and said shyly, "Customers, that's enough. Please 

follow me." 

Xiao Tian immediately broke the kiss and said, "Is that so? Then, please." 



At this moment, Ye Xueyin also came to her senses. When she recalled what she had just done with her 

son in front of the waitress, her face turned red. 

"Customers, do you want to eat in the VIP room or regular room?" the waitress inquired. 

"What's the difference between these two rooms?" Xiao Tian wanted to know the difference between a 

VIP room and a regular room. 

The waitress began explaining everything to them. "The VIP room is a small room with a sofa and table. 

The VIP room is in a separate place from the regular room so that other customers can't see you while 

the regular room is a large room with many couples in it," 

Xiao Tian then shifted his gaze from the waitress to his mother. "Big sister, which one should we 

choose?" 

"Up to you." Ye Xueyin said shyly 

"We want to eat in the VIP room." Because Xiao Tian wanted to lovey-dovey with his mother, he chose 

the VIP room. 

"Alright, please follow me," the waitress uttered. 

After seeing the VIP room, Xiao Tian nodded his head in satisfaction. The VIP room was around 4x4 

meters, with a couch and a small table in the middle of it. 

Inside the VIP room, there was a scent of flowers, which was deliberately provided to make customers 

feel relaxed, and there were also decorative lights hanging on the wall to make the room look more 

romantic. 

There was also a telephone hanging on the wall, which was deliberately provided for customers so that 

customers were easier to call the waitress. 

"Customers, what do you want to order?" the waitress inquired. 

"We are going to have one ice cream lover, one chicken salad, and tenderloin steak," Xiao Tian said as 

he smiled. 

"Please wait a moment" after saying that, the waitress left. 

After Xiao Tian and his mother sat on the couch, he uttered, "This couple café is not bad." 

After saying that, Xiao Tian grabbed his mother by the waist and made her sit closer to him before 

finally, he kissed her left cheek. 

"Kyaa," Ye Xueyin let out a cute voice. 

Chapter 28 - New Feeling  

 

 

 



When Xiao Tian heard someone knocking on the door, he uttered, "Come in." 

The waitress entered the room with food and drinks in her hands. 

After placing their orders on the table, the waitress bowed slightly and spoke, "Please enjoy yourself." 

After the waitress left, a smile suddenly appeared on Xiao Tian's face. "Big sister, let's continue what we 

did earlier." 

"Alright." After saying that, Ye Xueyin shut her eyes and opened her mouth slightly, ready to welcome 

the kiss. 

Ye Xueyin was sure that Xiao Tian would immediately kiss her passionately because he did that earlier. 

However, she was wrong. She was utterly wrong because he did nothing to her. Because of this, Ye 

Xueyin instantly opened her eyes and pouted her lips. 

She was unhappy because Xiao Tian kept teasing her. 

"Hahahaha." Xiao Tian could not help but burst into waves of laughter after seeing her cute expression. 

"It seems like you really like kissing with me. Haha." 

"Un. Because kissing you feels good." Ye Xueyin gave an honest answer. 

"Oh! It looks like you are no longer shy." Like before, Xiao Tian teased her again. 

Ye Xueyin instantly turned her head to the other side and said in a low voice. "You're the one who made 

big sister like this." 

Xiao Tian brought his face closer to Ye Xueyin's right ear and whispered, "Mother, you are not even shy 

to call me little brother now. Don't tell me. All the shyness earlier was fake?!" 

"Hey, little brother!" Ye Xueyin hit Xiao Tian's chest. "Hmph! Hateful!"  

"Hehe. My lover is cute when she is angry. It makes me want to tease her even more" Xiao Tian was 

telling the truth when he said this. 

Ye Xueyin did look cute when she behaved like that. It was like she was a teenager, not a mature lady. 

"Hateful!" Ye Xueyin pretended to be angry again. 

Without saying anything, Xiao Tian grabbed Ye Xueyin by the waist and made her sit on his lap.  

"Let's eat first." Xiao Tian took the chopsticks and fed her. "Big sister, open your mouth," 

"Aaaa." Ye Xueyin opened her little mouth before consuming the chicken salad. 

"How is it?" Xiao Tian asked as he smiled. 

"Delicious!" Ye Xueyin responded as she nodded her head. 

Xiao Tian retook the chicken salad and fed Ye Xueyin again. "Here, open your mouth again." 

Ye Xueyin immediately covered her mouth and spoke, "You should eat too." 



"I will eat later," Xiao Tian said while trying to feed her again. "Here, open your mouth." 

Ye Xueyin looked at Xiao Tian and asked with puzzlement, "Why do you want to eat later when you can 

eat now?" 

"Because you are my food." Xiao Tian whispered in her right ear and blew a hot breath. 

The whisper of his hot breath flowing into her right ear was more intimate than expected.  

Ye Xueyin lowered her head and hit Xiao Tian's chest gently. "What a bad boy! You dare to tease your 

mot-" 

Before she had finished her words, Xiao Tian covered her mouth and said in a low voice, "Mother, stop 

it!" 

"I'm sorry." Ye Xueyin forgot that they were not mother and son now. 

When Xiao Tian saw the expression on Ye Xueyin's face, he patted her head and looked at her lovingly, 

"It's fine. Don't mind it." 

Ye Xueyin grabbed his right hand, which was caressing her head, and looked at his loving face intently.  

At this moment, she felt as if the time had stopped for her, and suddenly a new feeling appeared within 

her. 

Ye Xueyin didn't want to admit it and tried to deny it, but the more she denied it, the more those 

feelings grew. 

Ye Xueyin realized that she needed physical comfort. That was why she always teased her son in the 

past so that she could get rid of the feeling of loneliness within her.  

When Ye Xueyin and her sister lost in lust and had sex with Xiao Tian, she only considered him as her sex 

friend, but now she couldn't think like that anymore. 

Ye Xueyin loved her son, and she needed physical comfort, so she thought it was a big win for her.  

However, the more often they had sex and spent time together, the harder it was for her to control the 

new feelings that were starting to well up inside her.  

Now, she slowly began to see her son as a man. She no longer could see him as her sex friend. 

She placed her head on his lap and uttered, "Little brother, you should cherish this big sister and make 

this big sister happy forever. Do you understand?" 

Xiao Tian was startled by her words and behavior. However, he immediately understood that she began 

to see him as a man, not her son. 

Of course, this made Xiao Tian happy. He then lowered his head and kissed her forehead gently. "Un. 

This little brother understands. This little brother will make big sister happy and will never disappoint big 

sister forever." 

"Good!" Ye Xueyin was satisfied with his answer and smiled happily. "Little brother, feed this big sister 

another chicken salad. "  



Xiao Tian was stunned after realizing that she suddenly became a spoiled lady. "Do you want to eat in 

this position? It will be bad for your body, you know?" 

"This big sister wants to eat chicken salad. Does little brother have the heart to see this big sister 

starving?" Ye Xueyin said while behaving cutely. 

When he saw how cute she was, Xiao Tian couldn't resist and fed her a chicken salad. 

"Give me another chicken salad." Ye Xueyin uttered, 

Xiao Tian took the chicken with chopsticks again, but he suddenly found an exciting idea when he was 

about to feed her.  

With that idea in mind, Xiao Tian placed half of the chicken salad in his mouth and lowered his head. 

"Here." 

At this moment, Xiao Tian thought Ye Xueyin would be embarrassed and wouldn't dare to eat it, but he 

was wrong. 

Without feeling shy, Ye Xueyin pulled his head toward hers and began to eat the chicken. 

Because there was no bone in the meat, she was able to eat the chicken easily. When Xiao Tian saw her 

consuming the chicken, he did the same thing. 

As they were eating the chicken, little by little, their lips were getting closer to each other until finally, 

their lips met. 

They looked at each other for three seconds before finally, they continued eating the chicken again. 

When they finished eating the chicken, they didn't stop and began to kiss. Ye Xueyin and Xiao Tian 

kissed for a second and broke the kiss.  

They kissed for a second again and broke the kiss. They repeated the same process five times before 

finally, they began kissing passionately. 

Ye Xueyin lifted her head, and her long slender arms immediately wrapped around Xiao Tian's neck as 

they exchange hot kisses like a lover. 
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After kissing for a few minutes, Xiao Tian broke the kiss. He believed if they kept kissing, they would end 

up having sex in the VIP room later. 

Even though he didn't mind having sex in the VIP room, Xiao Tian decided against it. He didn't want their 

relationship only limited to sex. He didn't wish Ye Xueyin to think that he only needed her body. 



Xiao Tian wanted to strengthen their relationship first because a relationship that wasn't strengthened 

by a strong feeling for each other was easily broken. That was why he only wanted to spend time with 

her. 

Inside the VIP room, Ye Xueyin and Xiao Tian continued behaving like lovers, eating using one spoon, 

smiling together, laughing together, and of course, sometimes feeding each other from mouth to 

mouth. 

Ye Xueying was no longer embarrassed. She even behaved like a teenager who was in love, forgetting 

her surroundings and the fact that the man next to her was none other than her son. 

At that moment, she was thrilled and hoped that moment could last forever. 

Time went by quickly, and without realizing it, it was already 10.30 pm, so they had to go home because 

their house was far from the couple café.  

After they left the couple café, they immediately took a taxi. Inside the cab, Ye Xueyin was leaning her 

head on Xiao Tian's right shoulder and said, "Little brother, this big sister is tired and wants to sleep, so 

wake this big sister up when we get home." 

The corner of his lips twitched. He didn't expect that she still wanted to continue acting. "All right. I will 

wake you when we get home later." 

The taxi driver's face broke into a soft smile when he saw how close Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin were. 

"Young man, you seem to have a very close relationship with your big sister. Nowadays, it's rare for 

siblings to have a close relationship like both of you." 

At this moment, Xiao Tian didn't know whether he should cry or laugh. "Yes. We get along well." 

"Young man, treat your big sister well. Don't break your relationship with her, or you will regret it later. 

There is nothing better than family in this world." Because Xiao Tian and Ye Xueyin had a close 

relationship, the taxi driver did not want their relationship to be destroyed in the future.  

"I understand." Xiao Tian said as he nodded, "Thank you." 

On the way to their home, Xiao Tian always paid attention to his mother and made sure that she was 

sleeping in a comfortable position. 

'Her neck will hurt later if she continues to sleep in this position.' 

Xiao Tian took off her flat shoes and put her head on his lap. After that, Xiao Tian straightened his 

mother's legs so that she could sleep in a comfortable position. 

When the taxi driver saw what Xiao Tian was doing, he couldn't help but be amazed at how much Xiao 

Tian cared about his mother. Inside his head, the taxi driver prayed that their relationship would last 

forever. 

"Big sis, we have arrived home." Xiao Tian woke Ye Xueyin gently. 

Ye Xueyin opened her eyes and rubbed her eyes. "What is it, little brother? Have we arrived home?" 

"Yes. " Xiao Tian said as he smiled. 



Because she was too lazy to walk, Ye Xueyin stretched out her arms and spoke, "Carry me." 

When he saw how spoiled she was, the taxi driver could not help but laugh. "Hahaha. Young man, it 

looks like your big sister is a spoiled woman. Please hurry up and carry her. She looks tired." 

"Little brother, hurry up and carry me." Ye Xueyin said cutely 

"Alright, my princess." Xiao Tian then carried her in princess style before looking at the taxi driver. 

"Thank you, mister." 

"Un. Have a good night, young man," the taxi driver said before leaving. 

Ye Xueyin was delighted when she was carried in a princess style by her son. She had no idea why she 

behaved like that, but she no longer cared and just wanted to enjoy it. 

Ye Xueyin wrapped her long slender arms around Xiao Tian's neck and smiled, "This big sister is happy 

today. We should do this more often in the future." 

"Mother, we have arrived home." Xiao Tian uttered, "Do you still want us to pretend to be lovers? Aren't 

you embarrassed if aunty hears you?" 

Ye Xueyin was unhappy with his words. "Hmf! Tian, you are a bad son! You really can't understand your 

mother. Can't you just let your mother be happy a little longer?" 

"Hoo. It seems like I need to punish my little lover now" when Xiao Tian wanted to punish Ye Xueyin, he 

suddenly remembered that he was carrying her, so he could not use his hands. "Forget it, forget it." 

"What? Didn't you say you want to punish me? Hehe." of course, Ye Xueyin knew the reason why he did 

not punish her. 

When Xiao Tian saw the expression on her face, he decided to tease her. "It looks like I need to punish 

you after we enter the house later."  

"No! Tian, not anymore! If you want to punish someone, punish your aunt." of course, she knew what 

kind of punishment he was talking about.  

That was why she had a worried face. She was thirty-five years old, so her stamina could not keep up 

with Xiao Tian's stamina. 

"Why did you bring aunt in our conversation? She has nothing to do with this?" Xiao Tian loved teasing 

his mother very much.  

After they left the couple café, Xiao Tian felt his mother had changed completely. Even though she 

behaved shyly in front of others, but now she was more open to him. 

"Hmf! Tian, it seems you like to bully your mother." Ye Xueyin turned her head to the other side and 

pretended to be angry. 

"Who says I bully you, mother? I've never bullied someone in my life." Xiao Tian denied shamelessly 

Ye Xueyin pinched Xiao Tian's nose and smiled. "Is that so? If this is not bullying, then what is it?" 



"Ah! This is…. " Xiao Tian stopped his words for a moment because he was looking for an excuse "To 

strengthen our relationship. This kind of talk is good to strengthen the relationship between mother and 

son. What? Mother, you don't know anything about this?" 

"Is there a conversation like this between a mother and a child beside us?" Ye Xueyin asked while 

glancing at him 

"Of course there is." of course, Xiao Tian lied to his mother. "You just don't know about this?"  

"Is that so? Tell me, who is it? "Ye Xueyin asked 

Xiao Tian did not expect that his mother still wanted to continue their conversation. Now Xiao Tian was 

starting to regret his actions. 

When she knew that her son was unable to answer it, Ye Xueyin started to smirk. She was thrilled 

because today, she could bully her son. She continued looking at him, and of course, she really enjoyed 

her victory. 

When Xiao Tian saw the smile on her face, the corner of his lips twitched, "Look like I have to punish you 

later!" 

After saying that, Xiao Tian brought his face closer towards hers and immediately kissed her lips.  

Ye Xueyin welcomed the kiss, and soon, they had another fight, a fight to decide who was the real 

winner. 

After a few seconds, Ye Xueyin broke the kiss and smiled beautifully. "I like this kind of punishment." 

"Is that so? Then let me punish you again." Xiao Tian said as he smiled 
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*Click…. 

The sound of someone opening the door echoed in the house.  

Ye Qingyu, who was lying on the bed, instantly dashed towards the guest room. She wanted to know 

why her big sister and nephew were late coming home. 

"Tian, what happened?" Ye Qingyu's face turned worried when he saw Xiao Tian carrying Ye Xueyin. 

Xiao Tian shook his head and replied, "Don't worry. Nothing happens to mother." 

"So, why did you car-" before Ye Qingyu had finished her words, she was interrupted by Ye Xueyin. 

"Qingyu, I'm fine! I only want to be carried by my son. Is that wrong?" Ye Xueyin asked while glancing at 

Ye Qingyu. 



Ye Xueyin's behavior much surprised Ye Qingyu. She didn't expect her big sister to behave like that. 

Ye Qingyu found it hard to believe what she was seeing because her big sister had never behaved like 

that in the past. Her big sister even acted like a spoiled woman. 

"Tian, hurry up and carry mother to her room. Mother is tired and wants to sleep." after saying that, Ye 

Xueyin looked at Ye Qingyu. "Qingyu, close the door, and don't forget to lock it." 

"As you command, my princess," Xiao Tian then carried his mother to her room while Ye Qingyu still 

stood like a statue for several seconds before finally, she came to her senses. 

When Xiao Tian stepped into his mother's room, he could smell the fragrance as he breathed. It was the 

same scent as his mother's fragrance. 

The room was quite large with a big bed in it. The night lamp was placed on the right side of the bed, 

while a big cupboard was located on the other side.  

Behind the bed, a picture of Ye Xueyin was hanging on the wall. The photo was quite large. It was as big 

as half a bed. 

Two large windows with red curtains were located on the right side of the bed while the makeup table 

was placed in front of the bed.  

On the right side of the bed, there was a door to the private bathroom. 

After putting Ye Xueyin on the bed, Xiao Tian wanted to leave. However, he suddenly felt someone 

pulling his shirt.  

For this reason, Xiao Tian turned his head and smiled. "What is it, mother?" 

"Where are you going?" Ye Xueyin uttered, "Accompany mother until she falls asleep." 

His face broke into a smile when he knew how spoiled she was. "Fine. But wash your face and brush 

your teeth first." 

"Humf! I know!" Ye Xueyin then headed to the bathroom to wash her face. 

Several seconds later, Ye Xueyin returned to her room with a smile on her face. Ye Xueyin immediately 

laid down on Xiao Tian's right side and embraced his right arm tightly.  

"Thank you for today. Mother is pleased." Her face blossomed into a smile. Today, she was thrilled 

because she could spend time with Xiao Tian. 

Xiao Tian patted her hair gently and smiled softly. "Me too." 

Because she was sleepy, she instantly shut her eyes. "Good night, Tian." 

Xiao Tian looked at her lovingly and replied, "Good night, mother." 

'I'm glad I could make you happy today.' 

He added in his head. 



After making sure that she was asleep, Xiao Tian kissed Ye Xueyin's forehead. "Good night, mother. I 

love you." 

When Xiao Tian stepped into the living room, he was startled when he saw his aunt watching TV with a 

low volume. 

He thought his aunt had returned to her room. "Aunt, why don't you go to sleep?" 

Ye Qingyu turned her head toward him and replied, "I want to watch TV." 

Because Xiao Tian was still not sleepy, he decided to accompany her. That was why he sat next to her. 

"How was the result of the piano competition?" Ye Qingyu inquired. 

Today, she returned home early on purpose because she wanted to know the result of the piano 

competition. 

"I got first place." Xiao Tian behaved normally as if it was normal for him to get first place.  

"What?! You got first place?!" Ye Qingyu said in surprise. 

Previously, Xiao Tian always said that he would win the piano competition. At first, Ye Qingyu thought 

Xiao Tian was only bluffing. She didn't expect that he would really win the competition. 

Xiao Tian took out an envelope and gave it to her, "Aunt, this is the money I borrowed from you." 

He had prepared his aunt's money and put it inside the envelope before going home. Of course, he put a 

little bit of extra money into it. 

  "No, you don't need to return the money." Ye Qingyu didn't care about the money at all.  

For her, the most important thing was her family. If her family needed money, she would give her 

money without thinking twice. 

"Aunt, just take it," Xiao Tian uttered, "Oh right, I played my original song earlier, and the famous singer 

Yun Xin Er bought my song, so I have a lot of money right now." 

"Do you think I will believe your words?" of course, Ye Qingyu did not believe his words. 

The corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched after seeing her expression. At this moment, Xiao Tian knew that 

Ye Qingyu didn't believe his words. 

After taking his smartphone out of his pocket, he showed proof that Yun Xin Er had transferred the 

money to his bank account. 

Ye Qingyu snatched his smartphone to check it herself. At this moment, she thought her eyes were 

playing a trick on her.  

She rubbed her eyes and looked again. She did the same process three times before finally, she believed 

what she saw. 

'He is telling the truth!' 

The expression of deep shock bloomed on her face.  



Not only did Xiao Tian win the piano competition, but even a famous singer also bought his song. Ye 

Qingyu did not know that his nephew was a genius at playing the piano and composing songs. 

For a famous singer to buy his song, his song must be good because the famous singer didn't buy just 

any song.  

"Tell me everything." Ye Qingyu said seriously 

Xiao Tian explained everything to her, from when he played the song until he went to the company 

studio to do the recording. 

"So that's what happened?!" Ye Qingyu uttered, "So, what do you want to do with the money?" 

"I want to start a business" Xiao Tian gave an honest answer. 

 


